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THE CHALLENGES: EU Law

- EU driver of UK environmental policy/legislation for long time; leaving could put ~70% environmental protection laws at risk

- **Conservation:** Habitats Directive (1992)
  Birds Directive (1992)
- **Pollution:** Nitrates Directive (1991)
- **Ecosystems:** Water Framework Directive (2000)
- **Policy:** Common Agricultural Policy (1962+)
  Common Fisheries Policy (2014)
“I personally believe that our country’s greatest resource – its nature – will be better protected and better preserved for our future generations if we remain an active, full partner within Europe”
CHALLENGES: cross-border impacts

• Environmental issues don’t stop at borders: common standards and shared data are needed for effective protection
CHALLENGES: international collaboration

• Do we have a stronger voice on environmental issues inside or outside organisations like the EU?

“We have always been an institution with a global outlook….reflected in the diversity of our student and staff population, and in our desire to contribute to solving the world’s most pressing challenges. Through our teaching and our research, we will continue to demonstrate the value of collaboration”
“BRITISH” ECOLOGICAL SOCIETY

- BES has members from 88 different countries and almost a quarter of the membership lives outside the UK.
THE BES AND BREXIT

• “It is essential that we retain the successful components of EU legislation for effective environmental protection within the UK”

• “Many ecological issues are of international concern and impact, so effective cross-border collaboration is essential”

• “International research collaboration is vital for advancing ecological science; strong international partnerships and the free movement of people and ideas is critical”
THE OPPORTUNITY: evidence-based policy?

“It is vital that we ensure that any changes in legislation as a consequence of the vote to leave the EU are informed by the best ecological evidence.” BES

“Our comprehensive strategy to eradicate bovine TB in England is delivering results”
George Eustice MP Farming Minister

“This is a huge disappointment for evidence-based policy making” Prof Rosie Woodroffe, ZSL
OPPORTUNITY: visionary leadership?

- EU environmental protection has been good, but not been enough to prevent spp declines & environmental degradation
- There is a clear need not to just maintain existing standards, but improve on current law with ambitious new ones

- Can the UK be a world leader in environmental policy?
- Deliver better nature protection, reductions in air and water pollution, and more sustainable land and fisheries management than the EU
- We have the track record in one area:

Climate Change Act 2008
OPPORTUNITY: ambitious action?

- Carefully evaluate available policy options
- Capitalise on best practice from UK, EU and globally
- Think creatively about “radical” alternatives e.g. rewilding
- Develop integrated approaches e.g. link fisheries & land management
- Devise more sustainable and equitable quota and payment systems
KEY QUESTIONS FOR UK POLICY

• Environmental Audit Committee concluded EU membership improved UK’s approach to the environment and ensured that it has been better protected…..

• How will we maintain current levels of protection for wildlife – can we keep EU Directives in the face of political pressures?

• How would CAP be reformed – can we restructure support for UK agriculture so more incentives to support biodiversity and environmentally sustainable land management?

• Who will evaluate the best (and worst!) aspects of current environmental policy and devise improvements?

• How will new policies be administered; will that differ between the devolved administrations?
BUT…unmanageable expectations?

- 92% fishermen voted leave expecting to be able to fish more? – but 88 per cent of European fish stocks are over-fished
- 59% farmers said would vote leave to escape “red tape” but are now worried about subsidies and access to migrant labour

British fishermen warned Brexit will not mean greater catches

Fisheries chiefs and campaigners say current catch quotas will continue until the UK leaves the EU, and new arrangements may not be more generous

Brexit: Farmers who backed Leave now regret vote over subsidy fears

Parliament warned dropping funding for farming will ‘collapse the fabric of rural society’
BUT….conflicting priorities?

• CAP reform one of most contentious areas – our countryside asked to deliver biodiversity, food production & other services
• What subsidy regime will deliver all these outcomes and keep range different stakeholders happy?!
• “In future, 100% of any public payment should be conditional on meeting higher standards of wildlife, soil & water” NT
• “We shouldn’t contemplate anything which undermines British farming’s competitiveness or its ability to produce food” NFU
BUT…sufficient expertise?

- Government departments used to implementation of existing EU policies, not design of new UK ones: different skill sets and more people required!
- DEFRA has lost 2/3rds of its staff since 2005
- Environment and agricultural policies are devolved – will we have/need different policies in different UK nations?
- Increasingly complex landscape of interacting issues……
NGOs AND UK ACADEMIA CAN HELP!

• Substantial expertise in UK:
  - Ecology and conservation science
  - Biodiversity and ecosystem services
  - Environmental sustainability
  - Policy evaluation
TIME TO MOBILISE NOT MOURN!

• Seize the opportunity for a UK environment bill to inspire the world?

• BES and other organisations need to stand together and make our voice heard

• We can capitalise on UK’s world leading academic ability in natural capital, policy evaluation, ecological and conservation science

• We need to engage with government, businesses and the public to demonstrate the opportunities – in a positive campaign!